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The GBV is a cataloging and service network for over 450 academic libraries and research institutions in the participating countries. The service center of the GBV is the Central Library Network (VZG) based in Göttingen. The VZG is a state enterprise of the state of Lower Saxony.

The VZG is responsible for

• the cataloging and indexing
• to enable the use (interlibrary loan) of all holdings of the participating libraries,
• to make an automated central catalog available,
• to provide services to the affiliated libraries
• and to develop and apply innovative library and information services

Supporting the information infrastructure for research and education
department digital library

• GBV target and service agreement: Provision of software environments to support digitization processes and the permanent presentation of digital content

• As part of the digitization strategy of the state of Lower Saxony, expansion of tasks by MWK through "Cultural Heritage Lower Saxony"

• Not only verification and availability of digital content from libraries, but also indexing, publication and safeguarding of the so-called "cultural heritage" of memory institutions for science

• Provision of research data infrastructures
research data infrastructure in Germany
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